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Abstract: This article is talking about the importance of practical skills of students learning law in Russia
nowadays. The possible lack of practical knowledge of young lawyers and students of Law schools is being
discussed. The author is observing law clinic as a tool that can help law schools to create young lawyers, who
will be able to study themselves and work in the team and who have already got lots of practical skills during
their studies in the university. The experience of the law clinic of the Law school of Far-Eastern Federal
university is shown.
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INTRODUCTION are usually too few university teachers, who are qualified

The idea of the law clinic or, as it is often called, legal lawyers for any period of time. And legal clinic as a tool
clinic (there is no difference between these two categories can help students to get some practical skills during their
in fact. The first one is usually used in USA and Canada, studies [2].
second – in United Kingdom) appeared in USA in the Law clinic in modern Russia has reappeared as a
very beginning of the 20 century. But the first notification university program for schooling socially orientated
of law clinic was made in 1855 by Russian scientist lawyers. In law clinics students are working with the
Dmitriy Meyer, who suggested that we should use a word socially unprotected part of citizens. Their work is usually
“clinic” when we are talking about using theoretical organized and controlled by university professors or
knowledge in practice. “Learning by experience” as other professional lawyers who are called curators.
Richard Lewis poetically says about law clinic in more So, today clinical education is the thing our hopes to
than 100 years in his article [1]. improve the quality of juridical education are based on.

Nowadays law clinic is a tool used in law schools to This structure is aimed on developing the practical skills
combine theoretical and practical knowledge. The problem of the students by giving them a chance to work with real
is that after finishing a university students often are not clients during their studies. Besides this fact, law clinic is
able to deal with real clients. So, they have enough an organization that gives people a chance to be served
theoretical knowledge   but  they  can’t  use   it  in  real by professional lawyers for free if they don’t have money
life. One  of  the  owners   of   “Randazza   legal    group” to do it in a special law firm.
(a famous American group of attorneys) has given a I’ll talk a little about the regenerating of clinical
brilliant speech about the educational system in the education in Russia. So, in Russia law clinics first
United States. To his mind, the main aim of juridical appeared in the end of the 20 century. The main role in the
education – “to teach not to practice law but to think as process of developing and popularization of the law clinic
a lawyer” – is almost useless and incorrect. He thinks that played Saint-Petersburg University of law named by
legal clinic is an only useful part of the educational Prince of the Oldenburg. It created its own law clinic in
process because there is a great staffing problem – there 1995  and then in 1996 – a teaching law clinic named “Law

to practice and very few of these had actually worked as
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as  it  is”,  the aim of which was to work with pupils Informative (giving necessary juridical information)
(mostly using different types of games) and to cultivate in Consultative (giving different types of juridical
children respect to the law.  Now there is a special Centre recommendations)
of clinical legal education in Saint Petersburg University Documental (making different types of juridical
of law named by Prince of the Oldenburg. It is managing documents)
all law clinics in Russia. Representative (represent a client in the court or in

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

Far-Eastern State University was one of the first law 4441 clients. So, you can see that it is a very useful
schools in Russia that created its own law clinic. We organization.
organized our law clinic “Efora” in 2000 and now it exists The main aim of the law clinic is giving education to
as a department of Law School of Far Eastern Federal its students. The clinic has been forming as a special
University. educational program that should preferably give

Law clinic is a very effective form of combining additional knowledge and help students to acquire some
theoretical and practical knowledge. It has two main new practical skills. The main task of the administration of
functions: social and educational. First of all, it is special the clinic is to organize some additional interesting
additional part of the educational process, the main task lectures with professional lawyers (like prosecutors,
of  which  is  to give students some practical knowledge. judges, etc.). We are also trying to use some new
It has its own plan and not all students of law school can educational methods to make the educational process
study in the law clinic. Secondly, law clinic’s aim is to interesting for our students. And juridical work with the
give professional legal assistance for free to people that clients itself is just a tool using in the educational process
can’t afford to pay for it. But there are no legal restrictions for giving the students practical skills and not an aim
for any categories of people that can become clients of itself.
the law clinic. So, anyone can come to the law clinic and Some time ago two new federal acts dealing with free
get professional juridical help for free. legal assistance were enacted. First one was the federal

Clinical education is divided into two parts. First part law “About rendering free legal assistance in Russian
includes additional theoretical classes and lasts for a year. Federation” (later in the text – the law about free legal
During this time a student is learning how to interview a assistance) and the next was enacted by the ministry of
client, what is law clinic itself and how it works; he is education and science of Russia (the order  ¹ 994 “The
getting knowledge about how to analyze a case, about the procedure for forming and functioning of the law clinic in
technics of juridical letters and other documents; about the university as a subject of rendering free legal
juridical ethics; how to speak to the clients, etc. assistance”. These acts changed the status of the law

The mandatory part of clinical education is working clinic and main priorities of its activity. It was stated in
with special law information systems. Our law clinic works these documents that, first of all, law clinic should
with Basis Ltd, the creator of one of the most popular in create all the conditions for people to be able to exercise
Russia law information systems “Consultant Plus”. their constitutional right to get free legal assistance.
Students have special courses during which they are (Article 23 of the law about free legal assistance and
taught how to work with this system. In the end of the article 5 of the order ¹ 994 “The procedure for forming and
course they have special exams and get certificates. functioning of the law clinic in the university as a subject

The second part is devoted to the individual work of of rendering free legal assistance”).
the student. The practical student’s work consists of Nowadays law clinic is mostly socially orientated.
giving the professional free consultation about civil law That’s why its structure is still changing. For example,
cases, family law, housing law, labour law, etc. Students when the law clinic was first created it was forbidden to
should be able to interview clients, analyze the case, find give any consultation in absentia (using mail, internet or
a legal act necessary for this case and, if it is necessary, telephone). This was stated because the law clinic
represent a client in the court or in any state structure. was considered to be the form of giving communicative
Our law clinic gives such juridical services: and other practical skills to students first of all. But new

any state structure)

For the whole period of its work our law clinic had
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acts totally changed this statement and now students We are now planning to create a special Internet
must also give consultations in absentia, using consultation room which will take all the electronic
telephone, mail, Internet and also by organizing special requests from citizens and will give consultations using
law sessions in other cities or villages [3]. electronic mail. Also we are going to put the answers on

Such type of legal regulation gives more the frequently asked questions on the special site of
opportunities to the law clinic concerning free legal Efora. Efora’s students also visit Vladivostok’s schools
assistance. But it  also  creates   some   new   difficulties. and read some lectures about legal system and the
The main problem caused by the law clinic to the law essence of the lawyers work to pupils. 
school is how to guarantee the good quality of legal
assistance. We can not forget that the lawyers that are CONCLUSION
rendering legal assistance in the law clinic are still
students. This is why there are also special people called To our mind, all these forms of activities will help us
curators that are monitoring all students’ activities during to create the totally new type of the lawyer. Mobile,
the whole process. These people are always professional creative young people, who are able to study themselves
lawyers, who have enough practical experience. They are and work in the team, who have already got lots of
responsible for all the decisions of the students and for practical skills – this is the lawyer our society needs. And
the education students get in the law clinic. The curators law clinic is the instrument that can really help us to create
are the base for any law clinic, the main part of it. FEFU’s such one.
law clinic “Efora” curators are usually professors who are
teaching practically orientated courses (civil law, law of REFERENCES
civil procedure, land law, etc.). We also plan to invite
some professional curators working as practical 1. Clinical Legal Education Revisited. Richard Lewis
prosecutors, judges, etc. The  largest  law  clinics in Professor of Law, Cardiff University, Wales, United
Russia (in Saint Petersburg, Moscow) invite Kingdom
professional attorneys and are also working with the 2. URL: http://randazza.wordpress.com/2009/04/17/the-
Department of justice of RF and human rights worthlessness-of-american-legal-education/
commissioners. 3. URL: http://www.mcca.su/ partnership/pilnet _I

Law clinics also have lots of opportunities dealing nstitut _ pravo_obwestvennyh_interesov/
with legal education of the citizens. Law clinics usually
unite most talented young people who can become (if well
taught) highly qualified socially orientated lawyers.
Besides this, law clinic can serve any types of people;
there are no statutory limitations like there are for other
subjects of rendering free law assistance. Because of this
fact some people who were refused to be served in the
other place of rendering free legal assistance can come to
the law clinic. 


